INSIGHTS
Five Overlooked Developments
That Foretell the Future of
Global COVID Fraud Enforcement
Talk of repeat rounds of massive government stimulus programs are
dominating the headlines in the US and Europe. Enforcement agencies
have openly discussed the high degree of fraud risk related to these
programs, as well as their intention to aggressively pursue bad actors.
However, to this point these agencies have been less forthcoming about
how they intend to prioritize and implement this crackdown. Below we
discuss five recent developments, most of which have gone largely
unnoticed, which give interesting clues as to how governments will go
about post-COVID fraud enforcement agendas.

1. US v Stavely: The DOJ is serious about
inter-agency cooperation to crack down
on stimulus fraud
Federal prosecutors in Rhode Island charged local
businessman David Staveley with filing fraudulent Payroll
Protection Program (PPP) loan applications seeking more
than a half-million dollars in federal aid. According to
the allegations, Stavely applied for stimulus payments to
cover payroll expenses for dozens of fictitious employees
at restaurants that he did not actually own.
This case is notable not because of the result, but
because it gives a window into how far law enforcement
will be willing to go in pursuit of COVID fraud cases. For
the relatively minor amount at issue here, the
Department of Justice (DOJ) and Federal Bureau of
Investigations (FBI) deployed extensive resources subpoenaing private emails and undertaking an
undercover operation to record Stavely discussing his
restaurant staffing.
Perhaps more significantly, the Stavely case gives us an
indication of how authorities are prioritizing inter-agency
coordination. In addition to the DOJ and FBI, the
investigation involved at least seven other agencies,
including the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and the
Inspector General Offices for the Small Business
Association and Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation,
as well as local law enforcement resources and the
Rhode Island Department of Revenue. It should be noted
this collaborative effort came before the confirmation
of the Special Inspector General for Pandemic Recovery,

Brian Miller, whose job will be to facilitate inter-agency
cooperation in order to ramp up enforcement.

2. Furlough fraud is likely rampant in
the EU
A recent survey conducted by Crossland Employment
Solicitors claims that 34% of furloughed British
employees have been asked to work for their companies
while on government subsidized leave – an act of fraud
under the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme (CJRS).
A similar study in France came in at 24%. In response
to growing concerns, the British government recently
announced that it would give employers a 30-day grace
period to confess to furlough fraud, after which it will
begin to impose penalties and pursue managers of guilty
companies personally. In France, government agents have
been empowered to cross check furlough claims with
employee emails, phone records, and other sources such
as healthcare reimbursements.
If the surveys noted above are even remotely accurate,
these allegations portend a substantial uptick in
whistleblower activity in the coming months, with over
17 million employees furloughed in the UK and France
alone. According to one UK employment law
solicitor: “since the Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme
was launched around three months ago, we’ve received
an avalanche of calls to our office from employees
[alleging misconduct].” Furlough misconduct can result
in civil and criminal penalties, including prison terms,
reimbursement of undue monies received, and a ban on
future government support mechanisms.

3. US v Zhang: Front-end data
analytics controls are being used on
stimulus applications to detect fraud and
build criminal cases

concern within the industry that “there will be a
boomerang effect six months down the road on banks
that they didn’t do enough.” Similar concerns have been
raised around analogous programs in the UK, France,
Switzerland and Finland.

In May, Baoke Zhang, a 35-year-old software engineer,
was indicted on bank and wire fraud charges for
allegedly creating two fictitious technology companies
for the purpose of securing $1.5 million in PPP loans. In
the unsealed indictment, the DOJ indicated that Zhang
claimed to have founded the companies in 2017 and
2018, but that IRS data indicated that Zhang had only
registered for Employer Identification Numbers for the
two companies approximately a week before submitting
the PPP loan application. The complaint also alleges that
each of the companies had “no identifiable employment
expenses.”

Although banks were given key liability protections when
the PPP was rolled out, they have come under scrutiny
lately in many corners for how they have administered
the program to date. As the political winds continue to
shift, it is possible that they could find themselves
defending against hindsight allegations that inadequate
controls in their evaluation processes were the
equivalent of turning a blind eye to fraud, in which case
the banks could conceivably face civil or criminal
sanctions.

This is notable because it confirms at least one line of
data analytics-based surveillance controls is in place for
PPP applications, as Zhang never actually received any
federal funds. The level of detail in the criminal
complaint allows us to infer that the Treasury
Department is deploying data analytics tools to
monitor applications and cross reference with available
data sources, and further utilizing subpoenas and Civil
Investigation Demands to obtain banking and other
corporate information. In addition, the Treasury
Department is using these controls to not only screen
applications, but also collaborate with the DOJ to build
a criminal case in the event of fraud.

4. DOJ Bank Fraud Subpoenas:
Banks may not be held harmless after all
for stimulus fraud
The US Justice Department has sent grand jury
subpoenas to several big banks seeking records related
to PPP and other emergency lending programs. Although
this does not necessarily mean that the banks are the
target of an investigation, some outlets are reporting
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5. OLAF is busier than ever:
A precursor to wider European
enforcement
In May,Ville Itälä, the Director-General of the
European Anti-Fraud Office (OLAF), said that the first
three months of 2020 were the busiest in the history of
the agency, with a total of 104 new investigations opened.
A staggering 48 of those cases were launched between
March 16 and April 7, representing a clear correlation to
COVID-related stimulus and fraud. OLAF functions by
investigating allegations then referring suitable cases to
national prosecutors, so its increased workload is most
likely a precursor for other enforcement agencies.
Historically, OLAF has been hindered in its efforts to
conduct complex cross-border fraud investigations due
to the fact that it is an EU administrative entity with no
prosecutorial or subpoena powers. However, with the
EU Public Prosecutor’s Office (EPPO) set to
become operational in November, OLAF will likely have
an effective partner to help facilitate criminal
enforcement. Itälä referred to the EPPO as a “game
changer” for OLAF, noting that both agencies have
agreed to establish close cooperation “from day one”.
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Visit our website

FRA’s Covid-19 Resource Center
For more than 20 years, we have been proactively partnering with
clients and their counsel to solve complex problems and manage risk
in remote work environments. Find out how FRA can help you develop
forward-looking solutions to manage risk, adapt and thrive in a remote
economy.
Find out more on our website.

